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YOUR STRONG PARTNER FOR BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

 DEPEND ON THE MARKET LEADER

We have become the largest producer in Germany 

of compact shelving equipment, most especially 

due to our expertise and experience in metal-

working, our passion for technical improvement 

and our reliable project development. 

Our quest to always fi nd the best solution for you 

secures our position in the market as technological 

pioneers. Our ability to plan for the future allows 

our products to be economical as well as long 

lasting. Our keen sense of true value makes us a 

partner you can fully trust.

Zambelli has been dealing with

metal shelving systems for over 30 years.
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In order to develop quality products, a variety 

of criteria must be determined and measured.

Standards and norms are the general benchmarks 

used so that the rating of a product can be 

objectively verifi ed. As products 

„made in Germany“, our shelving systems give 

you the security of knowing they are of the 

highest-quality and conform to all standards. 

Numerous Seals of Approval and Quality 

make our products stand out.

Zambelli, however, does not only meet approved 

regulations. Certifi ed Quality Management 

guarantees that, additionally, you can depend on 

our work in every possible way.

Qua ty

MADE IN GERMANY
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We are particularly proud of the international 

projects that demonstrate our logistics depart-

ment’s high level of service capability. This shows 

that even the most distant countries in the world 

are a mere stone’s throw away from our head-

quarters in Wegscheid. 

Be inspired by the many international projects 

that we have implemented. In our Online-

ReferenceDatabank you can see the wide range 

of options made possible by Zambelli Shelving 

Systems. 

QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY

 CROSSING BORDERS
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Zambelli Shelving Systems have been installed 

on every continent on Earth.
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The dictionary defi nes „shelf“ as a long, fl at piece 

of material used to hold books or objects. While 

this defi nition may be factually correct, it is often 

not true in practice.

That is why Zambelli Shelving Systems go beyond 

normal standards. Our shelves are made to serve a 

purpose, to perform a service or solve a problem.

The modular construction of Zambelli Shelving 

Systems allows a room or area to be indepen-

dent of permanent or fi xed building elements.  

They can be customised whenever necessary 

over a long period of time, and can be adapted 

to changing specifi cations. The combination of 

a successful and time-tested modular system 

of construction with the possibility of in-house 

production ensures economical solutions. 

Your long lasting satisfaction is the paramount 

goal of our work.

Zambelli builds shelving systems made to measure.
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ZAMBELLI SHELVING SYSTEMS

 ACCEPTING CHALLENGES 

Banks, public authorities, libraries, industrial com-

panies, museums, science facilities and university 

faculties are among our clientele. Each branch 

has different requirements; therefore, research, 

development and production work closely along-

side of each other in our production facilities in 

Wegscheid, Bavaria.

Our shelves have a wide range of application. 

For you, this means we can fulfi l almost all of 

your furnishings and equipment desires. Zambelli 

Shelving Systems is characterised by adaptability 

and practical accessories. Take advantage of the 

numerous possibilities of our reliable and well-

proven system.
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MAXITHEK

 CREATE FREE SPACE 

Maxithek can be adapted to fi t any space 

without having to make any concessions.

Maxithek uses each corner and niche; it matches 

itself to slanting surfaces and unevenness; it can 

be piled, stacked and even moved. Two versions 

are available: the open 4-post-shelf or the 

complete wall version with closed side panels. 

As a modular construction system with adaptable 

parts, Maxithek combines cost effi ciency with 

individuality. 

By being able to modify the basic shelving unit, 

Maxithek is expandable to any size necessary. 

If you should be moving, temporary installation 

it is also possible. In order to allow for utmost fl exi-

bility, for example, when furnishing your archives, 

the Maxithek Shelving System is designed to 

custom-fi t exactly to all types of archive records.
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Along with countless assembly and construction 

possibilities, the Maxithek design is easily adapted 

to fi t each and every building and style. Whether 

open, or with individually designed side panels, 

with or without a back wall, as a storage cabinet 

with modern metal doors or with classy and 

stylish glass elements:

Maxithek gives you the feeling 

that anything is possible.

a t e

Maxithek means fl exibility and many customers 

will appreciate this: Maxithek´s shelf compart-

ments can be adjusted without tools at 20 mm 

intervals.  Furthermore, the timeless shelf design 

blends perfectly into all of your rooms.
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MAXITHEK

 CREATE FREE SPACE

Maxithek also thinks three-dimensionally. 

Thanks to our stable construction, the stationary 

model can be stacked effortlessly. Load capacity

 and functionality remain 100% constant. The 

compartment capacity of 100 kilograms can be 

Maxithek Multi-Tier Shelving – 

Maximise the space at the top! 

increased four-times through reinforcement.

Along with standard accessories in our full range 

of products, we also offer you numerous well 

thought-out solutions for special requirements. 

Just ask us!
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RAL 4002 RAL 5002 RAL 5012 RAL 6027 RAL 7035 RAL 7046 RAL 9005 RAL 9006 RAL 9010 zinc-coated

Set the pace!

You can select from a wide variety of surface 

design and appearance possibilities. Maxithek, 

ARthek and Mediathek can be designed anyway 

you wish – in powder-coated steel sheeting – 

perforated or solid. No limits are set to the array 

of colours you can choose from: 

Along with the standard-colours pictured here, 

all RAL-tints are deliverable. 

We exclusively use decorative paint for the 

powder coating that has a high heat and light 

resistance.
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MAXITHEK

 CREATE FREE SPACE

Ring Binder Compartment 

with Protection Bumpers

Ring Binder/File Folder Rack 

with Adjustable Wall

Pendulum fi ling system

Your Advantages at a Glance:

✔   Stable 4-post-construction or fully-walled 

with side panels

✔   Individual colour selection with 

zinc-coated or powder-coated surfacing

✔   Easily adjustable to exactly fit into 

surroundings

✔   Single or double-wall construction

✔   Stationary or portable

compact shelving system

(also subsequently convertible!)

✔   Shelf Racks, adjustable without help 

of tools into a 20 mm grid

✔   Compartment Load Capacity: 100 kg

(higher capacity for each compartment 

possible through reinforcement) 

Storage Rack: 800 kg

✔   Versatile Programme Selection of 

Furnishings and Accessories

Metal Bookends

Hanging Bookends 

Magazine Display Rack

Lateral-Standing File Holders

with Metal Lower Dividers

Lateral-Standing File Holders

with wire rod sub-division
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ARTHEK

 PERFECT DISPLAYS

ARthek provides a high amount stability without 

having to make concessions on design; ARthek 

loves combining different materials. In this way, 

ARthek is able to display your goods or books in 

the best possible manner, as well as bestowing 

a singular ambience to your room. The extremely 

stable shelving system with steel tubes on the 

outer frames combines functionality with 

aesthetic appeal. Side panels and doors can be 

designed with wood or glass. The vertical and 

horizontal shelf illumination creates a breath-

taking atmosphere of light.

If you prefer something more enclosed, ARthek can 

be transformed into a Designer Cabinet with Metal, 

Wood or Glass Doors.

ARthek puts everything into a positive light.
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Slanted Wooden Compartment Shelf

Stepped Tier Compartment Shelves 

Side-Brackets

Wood Centre Wall

CD/DVD - Storage System

Extendable Compartment Shelf
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Illumination

ARTHEK

 PERFECT DISPLAYS

Shelf Signage

Magazine Storage Box

Metal Bookends with Shelf Side Clips

Hanging Bookends 

Metal Bookends for Wooden Shelves

Your Advantages at a Glance:

✔   Excellent stability with steel tube 

outer frames

✔   Wide selection in colour and design with 

different materials such as steel, wood 

or glass

✔   Deliverable with metal, wood or 

glass doors; Shelf Racks are available in 

metal and wood 

✔   Shelf Racks can be assembled in a grid 

of 15 mm without any tools

✔   Side and back shelf compartment 

dividers

✔   Stationary or portable as compact shelf 

systems (also subsequently convertible!) 

✔   Compartment Load Capacity: 70 kg 

(higher capacity for each compartment 

possible through reinforcement)

Storage Rack: 600 kg

✔   Extensive selection of accessories and 

shelf signage systems

✔   Vertical and horizontal shelf illumination

✔   Specialised Programme for All Library 

Shelving Furniture and Accessory Solutions

Signage System
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MEDIATHEK

 SAFEGUARD YOUR VALUABLES

Robert Lipmann`s invention at the end of the 

19th c. of an iron bookshelf was a ground-

breaking improvement in terms of room use 

and serviceability. In the mid-1960s, Pohlschröder 

substituted the Lipmann invention with a slotted 

grid and guiding ridge making it much easier 

to adjust loaded shelf racks. Mediathek follows 

along this path set by the two innovations for 

even more ease of use and optimal protection 

of your books.

Mediathek deals particularly well 

with your library goods.
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What makes Mediathek so unique is the stable 

middle-post construction. This frameless shelving 

system allows you an unencumbered view of your 

library goods or warehouse stock. Being able to 

access the shelves from both sides is particularly 

appreciated in the open stacks section. At the 

same time, the openness of Mediathek allows for 

optimal ventilation, an important advantage. 

Adjustment of the shelf racks is one of the many 

features, which becomes child’s play when using 

our guiding ridge we have developed. The unique 

clamping action between the shelf rack and 

lateral support-pieces making a snug-fi tting fl ush 

shelf surface, providing total protection to your 

library goods.

Mediathek has everything under control:

Technological Advance.

  100% Protection

of Your Library Goods

of YourYY  Librr ary Goods
y  100% Protection

of YourYY Librr ary Goods
y

ed at e
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MEDIATHEK

 SAFEGUARD YOUR VALUABLES 

Knowledge Needs Space.

Mediathek can be adapted perfectly to fi t all 

available space in terms of dimension, form and 

design. Whether it is in the magazine or reading 

room, Zambelli offers practical accessories and 

well-thought-out solutions. As your inventory 

increases, Mediathek simple grows along with it.

In the USA it is estimated that book inventory 

doubles every 25 years. The modern library now 

stores not only books, but also digital media. This 

is a challenge that requires fl exible room concepts 

and manifold furnishing facilities. Mediathek is 

the ideal partner for this task. 
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Shelf Bookend Base

Everything has its place!

With particularly valuable library goods we recom-

mend outfi tting bookshelves with a special non-skid 

surfacing. Here everything stays in its place and 

no damage can occur. At the same time, the surface 

coating is so smooth that it is easy to clean.

Illumination 

Shelf Covering

Runner Feet
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MEDIATHEK

SAFEGUARD YOUR VALUABLES

Metal Bookends

Hanging Bookends

Pull-Out Bookshelf Tray

Front Folding Tray-Table 

Magazine Display Flap

Slanted Magazine Display Rack

Your Advantages at a Glance:

✔  Sturdy middle-post construction

✔   Protects books from damage with 

clamping action for flush surface 

between shelf and side panel 

✔   Easily adjustable to exactly fit into 

surroundings

✔   Easily adjustable shelves in a 15 mm 

grid with functional guiding ridge

✔   Individual colour selection with 

powder-coated surfacing

✔    Compartment Load Capacity: 70 kg 

(higher capacity for each compartment 

possible through reinforcement)

Storage Rack: 600 kg

✔   Stationary or portable as compact shelf 

systems (also subsequently convertible!) 

✔   Specialised Programme for All Library 

Shelving Furniture and Accessory Solutions
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ZAMBELLI SLIDING SHELF SYSTEMS

 DISCOVER NEW DIMENSIONS

Modern Concepts in Construction Crossing the Border 

Between Storage, Offi ce and Business Facilities. 

The modular construction of Zambelli Shelving 

Systems adapts itself ideally to changes in building 

concepts. The traditional stationary shelving system 

requires access aisles that take up valuable space. 

Zambelli Sliding Shelf Systems bridge the gap 

between room usage and easy access. 

Maxithek, ARthek and Mediathek in their Sliding 

Shelf Versions are not only spatial wonders, but 

they are comfortable and cost-effi cient as well. 

Just slide to the side the things that you 

momentarily do not need! This is easy to do with 

our sliding shelves. There are three ways the 

shelves can be moved. You can choose from the 

following versions: manual, mechanical or centrally 

adjustable by electric motor.
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Zambelli Sliding Shelves is possible without contact 

to building fabric. Instead of under-fl oor placement, 

sliding rails are mounted onto the fl oor. Our well-

engineered sliding rail system makes additional 

channels or grooves in the fl ooring unnecessary. 

We will be happy to show you today how you can 

equip yourselves for tomorrow’s needs!

Optimise your space without expensive remoul-

ding. Because only the access aisle is necessary 

for sliding shelves, room capacity can be more 

than doubled in comparison with stationary 

shelving. 

By the way, your existing shelves can be easily 

converted into sliding versions. Installation of 

228 percent of usage space with 

100 percent effi ciency!

stationary
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ZAMBELLI SLIDING SHELF SYSTEMS

 DISCOVER NEW DIMENSIONS

Above-fl oor Installation Under-fl oor Installation

mobile
Your Advantages at a Glance:

✔   Optimal surface-use increases storage 

capacity to 228 percent

✔   Faster and easier access to archive material

✔   Easy operation with all moveable versions: 

∙ manual, with sliding shelf handle 

∙ mechanical, with handwheel or 

 automatic rotary reel

∙ electric-powered, with centrally 

 adjustable motor 
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For shelf movement with a total weight 

up to 2 tons

Manual operation is the best choice for smaller 

shelf loads with less frequent use. Thanks to 

the lightweight coasters, exact running rails and 

ergonomic handle, individual shelves can be moved 

with little effort. Manually operated systems need 

no electricity and are maintenance-free.

Easy operation of more than one shelf at a time

Mechanical operation is ideal for middle to heavy 

loads up to a maximum of 5 tons. Nothing is too 

diffi cult because on each shelf pivot, there is a built-in 

mechanical power booster. In this way, you can move 

several shelves at the same time with only one single 

operation. Along with the standard reduction of 1:1500, 

we offer you a power-load-relationship of 1:3000. 

When all of the carrying wheels on one side of the 

shelf pivot are set into action, quiet and exact move-

ment is guaranteed. The system is operated by either 

handwheel or automatic rotary reel. 

Manual Operation Mechanical Operation 

Accident prevention with our mechanically 

sliding shelving systems

Because moveable systems present a risk of 

accident, the law requires special measures be 

taken. With the new Safety-Lock-System, Zambelli 

offers you a mobile shelving system that only 

moves when you want it to. The core piece of this 

system is the new lock mechanism in the center 

of the handwheel or automatic rotary reel, which 

makes it possible to disengage the turning mecha-

nism when not in use. The red indication ring shows 

whether the shelving system is in locked position 

and can be used safely. The safety mechanism can 

be expanded with a central locking system that 

guarantees only authorised personnel have access 

to the shelving system. The new Safety-Lock 

System can be added to all mechanically sliding 

shelving systems independent of manufacturer.

Easy and Attractive – the Elesa®-Operating 

Elements

Designed by Elesa®, world leader in standard parts 

and operating elements, the automatic rotary and 

handwheel uniquely combine ergonomics, sturdiness 

and modern aesthetic appeal. The black-matt upper 

surface is timelessly elegant. The ergonomically 

perfect form is ideally suited for hand-use and takes 

little effort to turn. The sturdy plastic surfacing with-

stands all solvents, oil and other chemical liquids. 

MaMMa



ZAMBELLI SLIDING SHELF SYSTEM

 DISCOVER NEW DIMENSIONS
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Gentle shelf movement at your fi ngertips 

In the case of shelving systems that are used 

frequently and have a heavy load, the electric-

powered version offers maximum ease of use 

combined with immediate access. By pressing a 

key, the operation begins without delay. All of 

the shelf pivots are started gently and vibration-

free at the same time. Your stored material is 

always secure and archived documents do not 

slip, shift or get out of place. Of course, legal rules 

and regulations concerning accident prevention 

are followed exactly: concealed safety mechanisms 

turn the facility off if some-thing could get caught 

while the shelves are sliding. Despite this 

sophisticated technology, all of the electrical units 

are installed in such a way that they can be serviced 

quickly and without having to empty the shelves 

fi rst. Should your electricity go out, there is no 

problem: the shelf pivots can be operated in an 

emergency with a slip-on mechanical attachment.

Expedient and sensible illumination of working 

areas – network-compatible control 

Lighting in business uses up 15 to 20 percent of 

energy costs. It makes no sense, for example, 

to light empty rooms. Zambelli offers a 

cost-reducing solution.

Our electric-powered mobile 

shelves are equipped with 

a network-compatible 

programmable control system. 

This makes it possible to link room 

lighting to the sliding shelf system, which 

can signifi cantly reduce your electricity costs. 

By means of the sophisticated control unit on 

the electric-powered facility, it is possible to also 

access your PC or to programme an automatic 

ventilation system for your archived material.

Electric-Poweredweeerrrreeeedddddweer dddd

100% Comfort

programmable control

m 

programmable control100% Comfort

programmable control
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Our fi rst mobile sliding shelving system 

was installed in 1976 and is still in use today.

Not only the cost of acquisition but particularly, 

the actual operating expenses should be taken 

into consideration when choosing a shelving 

system. Zambelli plans precisely and accurately 

to ensure low follow-up costs and additional 

benefi ts. 

When it comes to quality and longevity, our 

shelving systems are truly legendary. And this 

is not by chance:
nach DIN 18800

Zambelli is a voluntary member of the Association 

of Storage and Associated Equipment Manufacturers 

(Gütegemeinschaft Lager- und Betriebseinrichtung 

e.V.). All of our shelving systems are certifi ed 

according to BGR 234 (Berufsgenossenschaftliche 

Regeln or Occupational Safety Regulations). 

Only offi cially checked thin sheet metal with factory 

certifi cation is used along with the most recent 

manufacturing technology. Additionally, we have at 

our disposal audited manufacturer qualifi cations 

for welding more complex building parts according 

to DIN 18800.

Then Today
20101980 20001990
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THE BASICS OF CONSISTENT SOLUTIONS

 SECURE INVESTMENTS

No one can foresee what the future will bring. To 

maintain the long-term value of your electric-

powered sliding shelving system and give you the 

most protection on your investment, we offer you, 

if you wish, a guarantee extension from up to 

10 years. Along with regular inspection according 

to BGR 234 and DIN EN 15635, we will 

Trust is good, a guarantee is better!

professionally service at regular intervals all 

electric and mechanical components of your 

shelving systems. Depending on the range of 

supply and services, you protect yourself 

100 percent from unpredictable repair costs. 

Your Zambelli partner will be happy to inform 

and advise you about all of the advantages 

and details of a guarantee extension. 

10
YEAR GUARANTEE

For your Security



Zambelli

Metalltechnik GmbH & Co. KG

Kasberger Straße 31

D - 94110 Wegscheid

 Telefon +49(0)85 92 89-0

 Fax +49(0)85 92 89-33

 E-mail info@zambelli.de

 www zambelli.de 
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RIB-ROOF

Metal roofi ng systems

Roof Drainage Shelving Systems Roof and Fassade Industrial 

Metal Works

Supply for 

caravan industry


